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The modelling of a gliding arc discharge (GAD) is stud
ied by means of the quasineutral (QN)
plasma modelling approach. The model is first evaluated for reliability and proper description
of a gliding arc discharge at atmospheric pressure, by comparing with a more elaborate non-
quasineutral (NQN) plasma model in two different geometries – a 2D axisymmetric and a
Cartesian geometry. The NQN model is considered as a reference, since it provides a
continuous self-consistent plasma description, including the near electrode regions. In
general, the results of the QNmodel agree very well with those obtained from the NQNmodel.
The small differences between both models are attributed to the approximations in the
derivation of the QN model. The use of the QN model provides a substantial reduction of the
computation time compared to the NQN model, which is crucial for the development of more
complex models in three dimensions or with complicated chemistries. The latter is illustrated

for (i) a reverse vortex flow (RVF) GAD in argon, and (ii)
a GAD in CO2. The RVF discharge is modelled in three
dimensions and the effect of the turbulent heat
transport on the plasma and gas characteristics is
discussed. The GAD model in CO2 is in a 1D geometry
with axial symmetry and provides results for the time
evolution of the electron, gas and vibrational temper-
ature of CO2, as well as for the molar fractions of the
different species.
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1. Introduction gas flow at atmospheric pressure or higher.[1–3] The
A classical gliding arc discharge (GAD) is usually produced

between two or more diverging electrodes placed in a fast
discharge starts at the shortest interelectrode distance

and spreads out by gliding progressively along the

electrodes in the direction of the flow, until it disappears

after a certain time. Subsequently, a new discharge

immediately starts again at the shortest interelectrode

distance. More complicated GAD configurations also exist,

combining a different discharge geometry with complex

gas flow, like for example the reverse vortex flow (RVF)

GAD,[3,4] or combining the discharge with an external

magnetic field.[5] GADs are widely applied for pollution

control,[6,7] CO2 conversion,
[4,8–11] surface treatment[12] and

combustion enhancement,[13] due to their ability to

simultaneously remain at highly non-equilibrium
(1 of 16) 1600110
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conditions, while being characterized by a considerable

electron temperature and electron density.

In recent years, GADs attract increasing interest world-

wide because of the above-described interesting character-

istics and thus, their importance in various applications. A

considerable number of experiments have been conducted

to study the slip velocity and column length,[14] the

dynamic behavior,[15] and the electrical characteriza-

tion.[16] Apart from the experimental studies, several

theoretical studies have also been performed.[1,17–27] They

aremotivated by the need of amore profound understand-

ing of the discharge operation, which is very difficult to be

achieved with experimental methods, due to the complex-

ity of the discharge – non-stationary behavior, complex

plasma, etc. However, modelling a GAD is neither an easy

task. There are several key properties, which make the

modelling quite difficult. (i) The discharge has an intrinsi-

cally non-stationary and usually non-repetitive nature.

Thus oneneeds to follow thewhole discharge evolution (for

a single period), in order to be able to derive the averaged

(overall) effect on theunderlyinggas (mixture). Thisusually

results in simulations with long computation time. (ii) The

discharge ignition and re-ignition is determined by

streamer (or ionization wave) propagation,[28] which is

an extremely fast (nanoseconds) and hard to model

phenomenon. (iii) The discharge is usually ignited in a

forced gas flow, which can have well established turbulent

behavior. The interaction of the plasma column with the

turbulent gas might lead to a very unstable arc, as can be

deduced from electrical measurements in GADs.[29] (iv) The

discharge interaction with the electrodes is usually related

to the formation of cathode spots, which are relatively tiny

structures (tens ofmicrometers)with extreme electric field,

requiring very finemesh discretization within the numeri-

cal model. (v) The discharge behavior/type is not well

defined, even foraparticular experiment. Ithasbeenshown

both experimentally[30] and theoretically[24] that the

discharge can behave as an arc or glow discharge, depend-

ing on the cathode local surface properties, and evenwithin

a single period, the discharge can change the regime, due to

local variations in the cathode electron field emission

capabilities.

All these complications of the discharge nature force

researchers to make considerable simplifications in the

numerical models, in order to make the discharge

modelling possible and feasible. Therefore, having

relatively limited computational resources, the early

models of GADs are based on the relatively simplified

gas energy balance, assuming an equilibrium

plasma.[1,17,21] However, GADs are usually operating far

from thermal equilibrium and this approach gives only a

rough calculation of the discharge parameters. In[19] the

treatment is extended to a non-equilibrium plasma,

based on an analytical relation between the electric field
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and the electron and gas temperature. Some of the studies

also focus only on the calculation of the discharge

electrical parameters[20] or only consider a 0D model in

the case of a complex chemistry.[22]

In the last few years, some new research efforts were

initiated on GAD modelling, with the ambitious aim to

provide a better fundamental understanding of the

discharge behavior and to evaluate the discharge

characteristics with respect to the conversion of CO2 in

a GAD. Several works have been published already.[23–27]

The first comprehensive model was developed in,[23] with

special focus on the arc-electrodes interaction and the

‘‘gliding’’ along the electrodes. In,[24,26] the difference

between arc and glow discharge regime was studied, and

in,[25,27] the configuration of a reverse vortex flow GAD

was studied.[3,4] In[31] a discharge in CO2 is considered and

the plasma parameters and CO2 conversion rate inside the

arc column are obtained. Despite the increased computa-

tional power of modern PCs, the complexity of GADs still

enforces some simplifications to be made in the models.

For example considering 2D models,[23,24] in[31] a 1D

model is presented because of the complex CO2 chemistry,

while[25] is a full three-dimensional model but with very

simplified chemistry.

The models presented in this work, are based on the

fluid approach of plasma modelling, derived as the

moment equations of the electron energy distribution

function from the electron Boltzmann equation.[32,33] We

will use these equations without presenting their

derivation here, since they are well known from basic

plasma physics books.[32,33] Usually the equations of

mass, momentum and energy conservation are coupled

with the Maxwell equations in order to derive the

plasma behavior. If the magnetic field does not play an

important role and the time variation of the field is slow

enough, one could consider an electrostatic model by

coupling the conservation equations with either the

Poisson or the current conservation equation. In,[23,24] the

conservation equations are coupled with the Poisson

equation and these models describe the whole discharge

structure, including the near wall (electrode) regions, i.e.,

the sheaths, which are characterized with strong

nonuniformity and deviation from quasineutrality.

However, the numerical cost of such models is extremely

high when applied to a three-dimensional GAD or even

to lower dimensional GAD configurations with complex

chemistry. Our motivation for the study of GADs is

tightly related to CO2 decomposition in plasma and this

application is characterized by very complex plasma

chemistry, including the vibrational kinetics,[34,35] and

in some cases also with a complex geometry with

specific gas flow patterns.[4,13,25] Thus, considerable

simplifications need to be applied, compared to

the coupled solution of the conservation equations with
14, 1600110
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Figure 1. Geometries considered in the models: (a) 2D Cartesian
and (b) 2D axisymmetric model.

Quasi-Neutral Modeling of Gliding Arc Plasmas
the Poisson equation, in order to make the numerical

simulation of complex GADs feasible. In this work we

present the simplification path we have undertaken,

together with a comparison with the more elaborate

models from.[23,24]

Different alternatives for the model simplification and

the reduction of the computation cost/time have been

considered. It was concluded that for the considered

conditions, a quasineutral (QN) model could provide a

significant reduction in the computation time, while

preserving the model accuracy for the main part of the

discharge. In,[24] we have shown that the arc body is

actually unaltered, even when considering both arc and

glow regime of the discharge operation, i.e., completely

different properties of the near cathode region of the arc.

The regime is determined mainly by the electrode surface

properties and thus it could be very specific for every

experiment. Taking this into account, in order to general-

ize the results obtained by modelling, it makes sense to

describe only the plasma channel, which is less dependent

on the electrode surface properties, as shown in.[24]

Therefore the QN model developed here is a viable option

because it describes only the discharge body, excluding

the electrode sheath and thus it describes both the arc and

glow regimes. In this paper, we will validate the QNmodel

for the GAD, to clearly illustrate its advantages and

limitations. For this purpose, we will show how the QN

model compares with the more accurate non-quasineutral

model (NQN) in 2D in the arc regime, but similar results

can be obtained when considering the glow discharge

regime, as shown in.[24] This allows us to evaluate the

‘‘price’’ that needs to be paid for the simplifications made

in the QN model. Thus, this study presents an important

milestone for the further evaluation and interpretation of

the results obtained from GAD QN models of complex

discharge configurations. Furthermore, the use of this

approach is demonstrated with two models – a three-

dimensional model of a reverse vortex flow GAD (also

called plasmatron) in argon and a 1D model of a GAD

operating in CO2.
[4,13,25]

It is worth to mention that the QN model has been

widely used in plasma numerical simulations for many

years, dating back to the mid-1980s, and some represen-

tative examples can be found in references,[36–39] but it is

the first time that a QN model is used to study in detail a

gliding arc.

The paper has the following structure. In section 2 the

QN model developed for the GAD is described in detail,

together with the comparison with the NQN model. Since

the description of the NQN model was presented in our

previous papers,[23,24] here we omit its detailed descrip-

tion. In section 3 we demonstrate the three-dimensional

QN model for the case of a RVF GAD, and we analyze

specifically the effect of turbulent heat and mass
Plasma Process Polym 2017, 14, 1600110
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transport on the plasma column. In section 4 we present

results from a 1D QN model in pure CO2 and we show the

time evolution of various temperatures and of the molar

fractions of the main plasma species. Finally the

conclusions are given in section 5.
2. Limitations and Reliability of a
Quasineutral Plasma Model for Gliding
Arc Discharge Modeling

In this sectionweshowtheproperties and the limitationsof

the QN approach in the context of GADs.
2.1. Model Description

To properly account for the fundamental mechanisms in

a GAD, which is inherently a three-dimensional system,

we use a combination of two 2D geometries, i.e., a 2D

Cartesian coordinate system and a 2D cylindrical coordi-

nate system with axial symmetry (axisymmetric), similar

to.[23,24]

The geometry considered in the Cartesian model is

plotted in Figure 1(a). As explained in,[24] here we use a

slightly reduced geometry compared to[23] in order to

reduce the computation time, becausewe do not consider a

whole cycle of the discharge gliding process. The geometry

considered in the axisymmetric model is a simple cylinder

and is plotted in Figure 1(b). In all models used in this

section, we employ the same argon kinetic chemical

reactions, presented in Tables 1 and 2 of reference.[23]
(3 of 16) 1600110olymers.org
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2.1.1. NQN Cartesian Model

TheNQNCartesianmodel is thesameas in.[23,24] It considers

the particle balance equations for all species, the electron

energy balance equation, the gas thermal balance, gas flow

equations, and the Poisson equation. More details can be

found in.[23,24]

2.1.2. NQN Axisymmetric Model

The NQN axisymmetric model is the same as in[24] and

similar to.[23] The only difference compared to[23] is the

addition of a loss term in all balance equations, accounting

for the convective processes. Formore details,we refer to[24]

and to section 2.1.3 below.

2.1.3. QN Cartesian Model
Particle balance equations: The particle balance equations

have the usual form:
0 (4 o
@ns

@t
þ ~r �~Gs þ ð~ug � ~rÞns ¼ Sc;s ð1Þ
where ns is the species density, Gs is the species flux in a

reference frame moving with the gas velocity ug, and Sc,s is
the collision term representing the net number of particles

produced or lost in the volume reactions. Note that in the

above equation the term nsð~r �~ugÞ is neglected, since at

normal conditions (without shock waves or similar

phenomena) it is small. An often used approximation for

themomentumconservationequation is thedrift-diffusion

approximation, inwhich the fluxGs (with respect to the gas

velocity) is determined by drift due to the electric field and

diffusion:
~Gs ¼ qs
qs
�� ��msns~E � ~rDsns: ð2Þ
In this expression,Ds is thediffusioncoefficientandms is the

mobility of the corresponding species ‘‘s’’, qs is their charge,
and~E is the electric field. Equation 2 is used directly for the

expression of the flux in Equation 1, and thus Equation 1

becomes a second order partial differential equation for ns.

If we assume quasineutrality (i.e., the number of negative

species is equal to the number of positive species at any

point in the domain)
ne ¼ nArþ þ nArþ2 ð3Þ
we cannot use the Poisson equation for the derivation of the

electric field generated by the plasma itself (the ambipolar

field), since thechargedensitywill alwaysbezero. In this case,

an alternative approach instead of the Poisson equation is to

use the current continuity equation (Equation 10, to be
Plasma Process Polym 2017,
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discussed later) for the derivation of the electric field in the

plasma,[40] i.e., coupling Equation 1 for all charged species

with charge continuity for the electric field. This, however,

requiresproperboundaryconditionsat the interfacebetween

wall sheath and quasi-neutral plasma. Such boundary

conditions are usually based on an analytical model of the

plasma transport in the sheath. Such models are non-trivial

and they become rather cumbersome for complex plasmas

with many different charged species. In order to avoid

unnecessary complications of the models, we have adopted

further simplifications to themodel,which–aswill beshown

later – do not harm the reliability of the obtained results for

theconsideredconditionsofanatmosphericpressureplasma.

Let us represent for convenience the electric field as the

sum of an ambipolar field Eamb and a driving field Ed due to
external sources. If both electric field components (Eamb and

Ed) are indifferentdirections,wecanobtainEambbymaking

one more approximation, namely for the equality of the

fluxes of positive and negative species. In the current

configurationwith electrons and two types of positive ions

(Arþ and Arþ2 ) we can write that
14, 160

Co. KGa
~Ge ¼ ~GArþ þ~GArþ2 ð4Þ
or if we take into account Equation 2 we obtain
ðmArþ2
nArþ2

þ mArþnArþÞ~Eamb � DArþ2
~rnArþ2

� DArþ
~rnArþ

¼ �mene~Eamb � De~rne; ð5Þ
where we have ignored the thermo-diffusion, i.e., we

assume that Ds~rns >> ns~rDs for all species. Inserting

Equation 3 in Equation 5 and following[41] and considering

the two types of ions (Arþ, Arþ2 ), we can express the

ambipolar electric field as:
~Eamb ¼ ðDArþ � DeÞ~rnArþ þ ðDArþ2 � DeÞ~rnArþ2
ðmArþ þ meÞnArþ þ ðmArþ2 þ meÞnArþ2

ð6Þ
The ambipolar diffusion approximation is one of the basic

approachestothedescriptionofthepositivecolumnanddates

back to the Schottky theory.[42] Later many researchers

modifiedanddeveloped the ambipolar diffusion theory.[43–45]

Strictly speaking, the electron flux is equal to the ion flux

(Equation 4) only in very specific conditions, like no direct

influence of the external field on the ambipolar field,

combined with discharge symmetry or steady state con-

ditions and dielectric walls. Of course, this assumption is

certainly an approximation in our case. This is exactly the

reasonwhyweneedtovalidateourmodel. Fromthefollowing

comparisons, it can be seen that this approximation is

reasonable and does not have much influence on the results.

Certainly we can build a much more consistent QN model
0110
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without this equal flux assumption. However, in this casewe

need touseanappropriateboundary conditionat theplasma-

sheath transition near the electrodes and thus add one more

balance equation in the model. As we can see from the

following results, there is no profit of adding this extra

complexitytothemodel,astheresultsofthecurrentmodelare

in excellent agreementwith the full (NQN)model, and adding

this complexity would again increase the calculation time.

As noted above, the derivation of Equation 6 is strictly

correct only if the driving field does not have a component in

the direction of the ambipolar field, i.e., both drifts due to the

electricfieldareindependent. Ingeneral this isnotthecasefor

GADs due to their complex shape. However, both numerical

results (see for example in section 2.2.1 below) and experi-

ments show that the arc is usually formed as a bended

cylinder (string) as a result of discharge contraction.[15,29]

Most of the current between the electrodes is flowing along

the arc, and thuswithin the arc the driving field Ed is directed
along the arc. On the other hand, the ambipolar field

(Equation 6) is determined by the gradients of the densities,

and since the gradients are mainly in the direction

perpendicular to the arc, the calculated ambipolar field will

bemainlyinthedirectionperpendiculartothearc.Thusinthe

core parts of the arc (with highest density and currents) both

fields (Eamb and Ed) remain perpendicular, which can explain

why the approximation in the derivation of Eamb has only

minor effect on the calculation results, andwhy it results in a

good agreement between the QNmodel and theNQNmodel

(see below).. Another reason for this excellent agreement is

the locality of the processes, which additionally reduces the

influence of the above mentioned approximations.

For the neutral excited species, the flux is only deter-

mined by diffusion, i.e., ~Gs ¼ �Ds~rns. The transport

coefficients used in the above expressions are taken from

reference.[23] The argon atom density is considered to be

constant. Equation 1 is solved for the two types of ions and

three types of excited species (Ar(4s), Ar(4p), and Ar2
�).

Electron energy conservation equation: The electron energy

conservation equation is solved for the averaged electron

energy density ne�ee:
Plasma

� 2016
@ne�ee
@t

þ ~r �~Ge;e þ ð~ug � ~rÞne�ee

¼ s~E2

d þ neD�ee þ Qbg ð7Þ
The expression for the electron energy flux ~Ge;e in a

reference frame moving with the gas is
~Ge;e ¼ �De;e~rðne�eeÞ � me;ene�ee~Eamb ð8Þ
where De;e is the electron energy diffusion coefficient and

me;e is the electron energy mobility, and the ambipolar

electric field~Eamb is derived from Equation 6 above.
Process Polym 2017, 14, 1600110
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The terms at the right hand side represent (i) the Joule

heating term (s~E2

d), where s is the plasma electric

conductivity (see below), (ii) the averaged electron elastic

and inelastic collisionenergy losses (D�ee), and (iii) a constant
background power density (Qbg) as explained in.[23] Note

that the approach of using a background power was also

used by others in order to avoidmodel complications in the

context of streamer propagation.[28,46] Indeed, if the

background power density is properly chosen to be low

enough, it does not affect the final results, but it improves

the numerical convergence of themodel. For the conditions

ofour simulations thiswasverifiedbymultiple simulations

with various values of Qbg.

The particle conservation Equation 1 and the electron

energyEquation7are solved inComsol (version4.3a) for the

dependent variables ln(ns) and lnðne�eeÞ instead of ns and

ne�ee, respectively, in order to avoid the appearance of

negative densities in the solution and to improve the

numerical stability of the model.

Electric potential equation: It is common to eliminate the

Poisson equation from the model under the assumption of

QN, since the charge density is not available. Here, the

current continuityequation is solved for theappliedelectric

field Ed. Summing Equation 1 for the charged species, we

derive
olymers
s~rfÞ þ qe
�� ��ðDArþ2

~rnArþ2
þ DArþ

~rnArþ � De~rneÞ ¼ 0;
where f is the electric potential and
s ¼ qe
�� ��X

s
msns ð9Þ
is the plasma conductivity, obtained from the sumover the

charged species only, i.e., for the considered chemistry,

s ¼ qe
�� ��ðmArþ2

nArþ2
þ mArþnArþ þ meneÞ. Neglecting the diffu-

sion terms and considering only the external source of the

electric field (driving potential fd) we obtain for the current

continuity equation:
~r � ð�s~rfdÞ ¼ 0 ð10Þ
Gas thermal balance equation: The gas thermal balance

equation is
rCp
@Tg

@t
þ rCp~ug � ~rTg � ~r � ðkg~rTgÞ ¼ Qg ð11Þ
wherer is thegasdensity,Cp is theheat capacityat constant
pressure, kg is the gas thermal conductivity, andQg is a heat

source accounting for energy transfer from the electrons to

the heavy particles due to elastic and inelastic collisions.
(5 of 16) 1600110.org
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The expression for the gas heat source is as follows
Qg ¼

0 (6 o
3memAr

ðme þmArÞ2
nenArkeleðTe � TgÞ þ

X
i
Deikineni ð12Þ
where kel is the elastic collision rate coefficient, and Dei, ki,
and ni are the inelastic collision energy loss, rate coefficient

and collision target density, respectively, for the ith
inelastic collision. The electron and gas temperature are

expressed in eV in Equation 12. As pointed out in

reference,[23] only in the cathode layer the ion heating

becomes considerable. Sowedonotneed to consider the ion

heating term, because we do not take the sheath into

account in the QN model.

Gas flow equations: The neutral gas flow, which is

responsible for the arc displacement, is derived by a

simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equations, which

provide a solution for the mass density and the mass-

averaged velocity. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-

tionsare solved foraNewtonianfluid, excluding the inertial

term
r
@~ug

@t
¼ r � ð�p~I þ mð~r~ug þ ð~r~ugÞTÞÞ ð13Þ

r~r �~ug ¼ 0 ð14Þ
wherep is thegaspressure,m is thegasviscosity,~I is theunit
matrix and the superscript ‘‘T’’ stands for the tensor

transpose operation. In our case, the Navier-Stokes

equations are first solved separately, and subsequently,

the obtained velocity distribution is used as input data in

the other equations, describing the plasma behavior and

the gas heating. To benchmark the QN model versus the

NQN model, we take the above simplified gas description,

becausewearenot focusinghere ona specific experimental

condition. Thus the gas flow model is needed here only to

provide a gas velocity distribution with well pronounced

variation in thedomain (fromzeroat thewalls tomaximum

velocity in the center), but the exact velocity profile is not

critical. However, in section 3 below, where a particular

discharge is studied, we will use a muchmore accurate gas

flow description, based on a turbulent model.
2.1.4. QN Axisymmetric Model

The QN axisymmetric model includes the following

equations from above: Equation 1 for the ions and the

excitedspecies, aswell asEquation7,10,and11,usingagain

the expressions 2, 3, 6, 8, and 12. There are two differences

compared to the QN Cartesian model, namely, (i) the gas

flow is not described (i.e., we do not solve Equation 13
Plasma Process Polym 2017,
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and14)and (ii) theconvection terms inEquation1,7, and11,

i.e., ð~ug � ~rÞns, ð~ug � ~rÞne�ee, and rCp~ug � ~rTg, are replaced

with an effective convection term, nsnconv, ne�eenconv, and
rCpðTg � 293Þnconv, respectively, representing effectively

the influence of elongation and/or relative velocity

between the arc and the background gas flow with a

parameternconv, called theconvection frequency (seedetails

in[24,31]). In general we write the variation of a conserved

variablea (i.e., species density, electron energydensity, etc.)

as a function of nconv, i.e., @a=@t ¼ ða� abgÞnconv, where abg

is a background or minimum possible value. The contribu-

tion of the arc elongation to the effective convection

frequency can be expressed as the ratio of the elongation

velocity and the arc length nconv ¼ velong=Larc. The contribu-
tion of the different velocity of the arc and the gas flow (i.e.,

arc slip with respect to the gas) can be approximated with

nconv ¼ vrel=ðpRarc=2Þ, where vrel is the relative velocity

between the arc and the gas flow and Rarc is the arc radius.

The frequency considered in these simulations is

nconv ¼ 5 kHz, which is the same as in[24] and it corresponds

approximately to the experimental conditions in[29].

2.1.5. Boundary Conditions

The above partial differential equations are subjected to

appropriate boundary conditions. Theboundary conditions

for theNQNmodels are described in detail in.[23] For the QN

models we set zero species fluxes and zero electron energy

flux at all boundaries. A thermal insulation condition is

used for the gas heat balance equation. For the electric

potential equation, the cathode potentialVc is derived from

Ohm’s law based on the value of the total arc current at the

cathode, the external resistor value and the total applied

voltage (i.e., voltage drop over the resistor and the arc). The

anode is connected to the ground. For the Cartesian model,

wemust also provide boundary conditions for the gas flow.

We use the same boundary conditions as for the gas flow in

the NQN model, given in detail in.[23] At the gas inlet, the

velocity is adjusted to be similar to the inlet velocity

observed in experiments.[29] At the gas outlet, the gas

pressure is set to 101 kPa. On the cathode and anode walls,

the velocity follows a so-called ‘‘no slip’’ boundary

condition, i.e., zero tangential velocity.

Finally, the external circuit and the power supplyneed to

be specified. Like in reference,[24] the voltage source is fixed

to 3700V, and different resistances are used to limit the

current to about 30mA.
2.2. Results and Discussions

Inorder tovalidate theaccuracyof theQNmodelapplied toa

GAD,wecompare the resultsof theQNmodelwith thoseofa

NQNmodel,withinboththe2DaxisymmetricandCartesian

geometry. The similarities and differences between the two
14, 1600110
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models are discussed. We start the comparison with the

axisymmetricmodels, since they are easily comparable and

sincewecaneasily show thedifference in thenear electrode

regions and the arc body.

2.2.1. Comparison of QN and NQN Models Within a 2D

Axisymmetric Geometry

Figure 2 presents the electron density spatial distribution

for both models in the axisymmetric geometry. It can be

seen that thearc is very similar, except in thenear-electrode

regions. The difference near the walls is expected, since

there is no sheath in the QN model. In the NQN model, a

small cathode spot is formed in order to provide the strong

electric field needed for efficient field emission.

Most of the results in this subsection are presented at

time 0.2ms. This time is chosen in order to have sufficient

time for the development of the typical bended arc

(Figure 6). The particular moment of 0.2ms is not special

and similar results couldbepresented for othermoments of

times. The evolution of the arc in both the QN and NQN

model is the same for the axisymmetric case but slightly

shifted in the Cartesian models, as it will be shown in

Figures 6–8.

The similarities and differences in the results can be

better visualized in 1D plots of the various physical

quantities. The electron number density distribution along

the symmetry axis at t¼ 0.2ms is given in Figure 3. Apart
Figure 2. Electron density distribution, obtained by the QN (a) and
NQN model (b) within the axisymmetric geometry at t¼0.2ms
and I¼ 31mA. The anode is positioned at z¼0mm, whereas the
cathode is positioned at z¼6mm.
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from the near-electrode regions, the electron number

density is almost identical for both models.

A minor difference is observed in the potential distribu-

tion along the symmetry axis, plotted also in Figure 3,

mainly as a result of the sheaths near the electrodes, which

are not considered in the QN model. The electric field (i.e.,

the slope of the potential profiles) is calculated to be

17.04 kV/m and 16.86 kV/m for the NQN and QN models,

respectively.

Figure 4 presents the radial distribution of the electron

density and gas temperature at z¼ 3mm (i.e., in themiddle

between cathode and anode) and t¼ 0.2ms. The electron

density and gas temperature exactly coincide for both

models.

Finally, the comparison of the radial profiles of the ion

densities is shown in Figure 5. Similarly to the electron

density and gas temperature, the ion density profiles of the

QN model are the same as those in the NQN model. The

number density of atomic ions decreases monotonically

while the density of the molecular ions increases first and

then decreases in the radial direction. This behavior of the

ion densities is related to the magnitude of the gas

temperature, which influences the chemical reaction rate

of atomic ion to molecular ion conversion, as discussed in

reference,[47] where a similar behavior was observed.

In general, the plasma characteristics obtained with the

QNmodelalmost coincidewiththoseof theNQNmodel; the

results are the same, except for the electric potential

distribution,which is somewhat shifted due to the sheaths.

We expect that the small difference is a result of the

approximations made in the QN model. Indeed, we

assumed that the fluxes of positive and negative species

are equal. In reality this is not entirely true sincewe apply a
Figure 3. Electron density and electric potential (fd) distribution
along the symmetry axis (r¼0) at t¼0.2ms. The anode is
positioned at z¼0mm, whereas the cathode is positioned at
z¼6mm.
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Figure 4. Radial distribution of electron density and gas
temperature at z¼ 3mm (i.e., in the middle between cathode
and anode) and t¼0.2ms.

Figure 6. Electron density distribution, obtained by the QN (a)
and NQN model (b) within the Cartesian geometry, at two
different times.
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voltage on the electrodes and the applied potential drives

the electrons and the ions in opposite directions. In

principle, we could overcome this limitation of the QN

model by introducing an additional balance equation for

the electrons, and proper boundary conditions at the

boundary sheath – quasineutral plasma, as mentioned in

section 2.1.3 above. However, this adds considerable

complexity in the model and requires additional computa-

tion resources. The results presented above show that the

difference is very small and the introduced error is minor,

certainly in view of the reduction in calculation time.

Probably theunknownuncertainty in thecollisiondata (i.e.,

cross sections and rate coefficients)might introduce greater

uncertainties in the final results than the effect of the

assumptions made in the derivation of the QN model. The
Figure 5. Radial distribution of the ion number densities at
z¼ 3mm (i.e., in the middle between cathode and anode) and
t¼0.2ms.
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main reason for the small effect of the equal fluxes

approximation is the small contribution of the diffusion

terms in the balance equations, which is a result of the

atmospheric pressure operation of the discharge.

2.2.2. Comparison of QN and NQN Models Within a 2D

Cartesian Geometry

The validation of the QN model is further extended to a

Cartesian geometry with gas flow and gas/plasma convec-

tion. We compare the results from the two models within

the Cartesian geometry,which reveals the arc gliding along

the electrodes and thus describes a specific property of

GADs. Figure 6 presents the electron density distribution of

the Cartesian models at two different times. The arc

calculated with the QN model continuously moves

downstream along the electrodes as time progresses, due

to the absence of a sheath region in thismodel, while in the

NQN model, the arc attaches to a specific position of the

cathode, which leads to the elongation of the plasma

column with time. The process of the arc gliding was

explained in detail in.[23,24] Here an important question

arises: does the different arc column length result in

different arc plasma characteristics? In order to answer this

question, we compare the plasma characteristics along the

y axis (at the center between cathode and anode) between

the two models.
14, 1600110
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Figure 8. Gas temperature distributions along the y axis at the
center between cathode and anode, obtained by the QN andNQN
model within the Cartesian geometry at two different times.

Quasi-Neutral Modeling of Gliding Arc Plasmas
Figures 7 and 8 present the electron density and gas

temperature profiles along the y axis at two different

moments in time. TheQNmodel shows itsmaxima 0.1mm

earlier in space than the NQN model, but this difference is

certainly acceptable. From these figureswe can see that the

electrondensity andgas temperature obtainedwith theQN

model agree well with the NQN model in the arc column

region at different times. Although the arc length is

different, the plasma characteristics are practically the

same outside the cathode and anode regions. This confirms

once again the reliability of the QNmodel as a tool to study

the arc column characteristics, apart from the electrode

regions. This is very important for future theoretical studies

of the GAD, because the QN model allows modelling in a

more realistic three-dimensional geometry within a

reasonable computation time.

In summary, the comparison between QN and NQN

models in both geometries shows clearly an excellent

agreement outside the near electrode regions. The QN

model does not describe the sheath regions and considers

only the quasineutral plasma region. The speed up,

provided by using the QN model versus the NQN model,

is roughly 500%, but this number is highly dependent on

model/configuration/conditions/solver and should not be

taken as an exact measure. In any case, the model

convergence rate of the QN model is much faster.

In the following two subsections we apply and demon-

strate the viability of the QN approach for two different

complexdischarge conditionswhich are extremelydifficult

tomodel with a NQNmodel. The QNmodel is not validated

directly for the conditions of these discharges because the

use of NQN model for them is impractical. However, we
Figure 7. Electron density distributions along the y axis at the
center between cathode and anode, obtained by the QN andNQN
model within the Cartesian geometry, at two different times.
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expect that the QN model is still valid for these conditions

since there is no reason to expect that the assumptions in

the model fail for the considered discharges. Despite the

discharge complexity, the quasi-neutrality conditions

should be still valid outside the electrode regions and the

equality of fluxes (Equation 4) should lead to similar effects

since the major transport coefficients are of similar order.
3. 3D QN Model of a Reverse-Vortex
Plasmatron

As a result of the reduced computational cost of the QN

model, we are now able to describe complex three-

dimensional geometries, albeit still with simplified chem-

istry. In this section we demonstrate the use of the QN

model for the numerical simulation of a GAD with a RVF

configuration, also called ‘‘plasmatron.’’ This discharge is

envisaged as an efficient method for flow confinement in a

gliding arc discharge and shows very promising results for

CO2 decomposition.[3,4] The device consists of a tube or a

cylindrical vessel with tangentially oriented inlets (Fig-

ure 9), which provoke a strong tangential flow along the

walls. As theflowreaches thebottomof the reactor (the side

where it cannot leave), it continues its movement in the

inner vortex in the opposite direction and exits the tube

through the outlet, which is located on the same side as the

inlets. This essentially forces an inner vortex in theopposite

direction with respect to the outer vortex, hence: reverse-

vortex flow. Themodel presented in this section ismeant to

make a step forward in low-temperature plasmamodelling

by incorporating effects such as flow turbulence in a three-

dimensional geometry.
(9 of 16) 1600110olymers.org



Figure 9. Inner structure of the RVF GAD reactor, or plasmatron,
used as model geometry.

Figure 10. Streamlines of the reverse-vortex inside the
plasmatron (see geometry in Figure 9). The flow velocity is
expressed in the color legend.
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3.1. Model Description

3.1.1. Model Geometry

The considered device consists of a tube-like reactor with 6

tangential inlets and interchangeable electrodes. The

cathode is located on the back as an interchangeable cap.

The anode is on the front, acting as an outlet as well. The

reactor is 23mm long, and is configured with a 3.81mm

outlet radius. The cathode radius is 8.85mm. The length of

the wider region with the tangential inlets is 30.5mm and

its length is 4mm.

3.1.2. Gas Flow Modeling

The considered flow rate is 22.8 L/min, which corresponds

to strong velocity gradients and high turbulence. At such

conditions, solving the Navier-Stokes equations for flow

modeling would require a very fine discretization mesh

(direct numerical simulation) and too much computing

power. For this reason, a turbulence model is employed,

namely the k-e RANS (Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes)

model. With this method, the oscillating turbulent quanti-

ties and eddies are averaged over time, for a smooth,

stationary solution. The k-e RANS system of equations is

further coupled to the gas thermal balance equation using

Kays-Crawford model to account for the turbulent heat

dissipation. As is shown in section 3.2 below, the turbulent

heat transfer plays a significant role for calculating thefinal

gas temperature. Thewhole systemofequations, governing

the gas flow and the gas heat balance is presented in detail

in Appendix A.

3.1.3. Plasma Modeling

The plasma model uses the QN description as given in

subsection 2.1.3, but with a reduced electron impact

reaction set for argon, compared to section 2. Only one
Plasma Process Polym 2017,
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type of ions (Arþ) andone typeof excited species (Ar[4s]) are
considered. The reactions taken into account in the model

can be found in.[25] The purpose of having a very limited

reaction set is to reduce the computation time, which is

essential for three-dimensional models. A detailed descrip-

tion of the model boundary conditions can also be found

in.[25] The gas and plasmamodels are solved with COMSOL

Multiphysics version 5.0. The discretization mesh consists

of about 150 000 elements.
3.2. Results and Discussion

In Figures 10 and 11, the gas velocity streamlines and

distribution are presented. The results are a steady state

solution for the gas flow only, without plasma. The

formationof thereverse-vortexflowcanbeclearlyobserved

in Figure10,with theflowrotatingnear thewall toward the

closed end of the reactor and then an inner vortex is formed

moving the gas toward the outlet with relatively low

velocity (the blue lines). The cross-section at Figure 11

shows the velocitymaximumat themidpoint between the

reactor inlets and center.

With the obtained stationary solution for the gas flow

variables and turbulentdissipation rates, theplasmamodel

is computed as a time-dependent solution, without solving

again the gas flow equations but only gas thermal balance.

The model continuously computes the outputs from the

equations, which are coupled in a unified solution. It takes

about 300h to compute 1ms of model time on a

workstation equipped with a Xeon E5-2697 CPU with

256GB of RAM.

In Figures 12 and 13, the plasma density and gas

temperature are illustrated, as calculated by the plasma
14, 1600110
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Figure 11. Velocity plot over a central cross-section of the
plasmatron.

Figure 13. Gas temperature [K], isosurface plot (10 levels), at 1ms,
1.3 A of arc current.

Quasi-Neutral Modeling of Gliding Arc Plasmas
model, 1ms after the channel initiation. The arc is initiated

at a radial position of 5.65mm.With time, the arc rotates by

following the vortex gas flow (cf. Figure 10) and gradually

moves toward the discharge axis. After 1ms the arc has not

yet reached a quasi-stationary state, i.e., rotation at the

same trajectory. Usually the arc is stabilized in such a state

when it rotates near the discharge axis and the arc plasma-

electrode contact is at theoutputnozzle, as in.[25] Thevalues

for the plasma density are comparable to [25], while the gas

temperature is significantly lower than in[25] due to the

addition of turbulent heat transfer (see Figure 14 below).

Indeed, the analysis of the results shows that the turbulent

thermal conductivity kg;Tu (see Appendix A) is around two

orders of magnitude higher than the gas conductivity kg,
and thus it contributes noticeably to the overall heat

transfer. Without turbulent heat transfer, the major

channel for heat exchange in the arc is related to the
Figure 12. Plasma density [m�3], isosurface plot (10 levels), at 1ms,
1.3 A of arc current.
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convection processes and the conduction term is small.

Accounting for the turbulent transport through effective

parameters (like kg;Tu), makes the conduction term in

Equation 11 (see section 2.1.3 above) significant for the

consideredconfigurationandconditions, andwithin thearc

even larger than the convective term, thus allowing more

efficient cooling of the gas in the arc central parts toward

the colder gas outside the arc.

The electron temperature (Figure 15) is rather high for

this typeofdischarge,but this isprobably related to thevery

simplified chemistry, which underestimates the total

ionization rate and thus a higher electron temperature is

needed to sustain the discharge with certain electron

density, allowing the flow of the electric current, deter-

mined by the external circuit.
Figure 14. Turbulent heat flux [W/m2], cross-section of the
reactor at 1ms, 1.3 A of arc current.
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4. 1D QN Model of a Gliding Arc Discharge
in CO2

Finally, in this section, we apply the QN model to a GAD

operating in CO2. Indeed, the conversion of CO2 in plasma

is a hot topic nowadays and a lot of research effort is

performed on this topic. The use of GADs for this

application is an attractive path due to the very simple

discharge design and the need of small initial invest-

ment. However, the energy efficiency is a key factor for

the successful adoption of these devices. The complexity

of the plasma chemistry is a significant barrier for a

complete and thorough numerical study of these

discharges. Models of CO2 plasma usually account for

hundreds of species and therefore they are usually

limited to 0D.[22,34,35,48–50] The large number of species

and related chemical reactions occurring in a non-

equilibrium CO2 plasma makes spatially resolved models

computationally expensive. In order to solve this

problem, we have developed a 1D quasi-neutral, quasi-

gliding arc model in a cylindrical frame, with a reduced –

but still detailed – non-equilibrium CO2 plasma chemis-

try, including the CO2 vibrational kinetics, in order to

obtain a better understanding of the basic CO2 plasma

chemistry in a GAD.

The model used in this section is presented in details

in.[31] Here only a brief overview is given. The results

presented here give a different perspective of the

discharge time evolution, not presented in,[31] but they

are derived for conditions similar to[31] and therefore both

give similar trends. The difference is the convection

frequency which is twice a high compared to.[31]
Figure 15. Electron temperature [eV], isosurface plot (10 levels), at
1ms, 1.3 A of arc current.
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4.1. Model Description

4.1.1. Geometry and Treatment of Convective Cooling in

the Model

In this model, we take into account a transverse cross

section of the plasma string along the symmetry plane of

the reactor, excluding the longitudinal coordinate along the

discharge current. The gliding arc is then simply described

as a conducting channel in an axi-symmetrical cylindrical

geometry. The loss of plasma species and energy due to

convection in the arc are considered by introducing an

effective convective frequency (as explained in subsection

2.1.4) of the gas in the arc, which allows ourmodel to better

represent the specific properties of the gliding arc.[24,31].

4.1.2. CO2 Plasma Chemistry Considered in the Model

The chemistry set is based on the full chemistry set

developed by Koz�ak and Bogaerts [34,35], but somewhat

reduced to include only the most important species and

processes, while still accounting for the full vibrational

kinetics. In total it includesfiveneutral groundstate species

(i.e., CO2, CO, C, O2, and O), five different ions (i.e., Cþ
2 , O

þ
2 ,

CO�
3 , O

�, and O�
2 ), 25 CO2 vibrational levels (i.e., 4 effective

levels and the 21 levels of the asymmetric stretchmode, up

to the dissociation limit), one electronically excited level of

CO2, and three vibrational levels of O2, as well as the

electrons. More details on the list of species considered in

the model, as well as the entire reaction chemistry, can be

found in.[31]
4.1.3. Equations Solved in the Model

The model calculates the plasma species densities, the

electron and gas temperature and the electric field in the

gliding arc. Similarly to the axisymmetric model discussed

in subsection 2.1.4, the model used here is based on the QN

approach and it includes again Equation 1, 7, and 11, in

which the convection terms i.e., ð~ug � ~rÞns, ð~ug � ~rÞne�ee, and
rCp~ug � ~rTg are replaced with the effective convection

terms, ðns � ns;bgÞnconv, ne�eenconv, and rCpðTg � 293Þnconv,
respectively, where ns;bg is the background (minimum)

density for the species ‘‘s.’’ The particle balance equations

are solved for the electrons, all types of ions and excited

species, except for COþ
2 and the ground state of CO2. Indeed,

the number density of COþ
2 is simply determined by

electrical neutrality in the plasma, while the number

density of ground state CO2 is obtained by subtracting the

sum of the number densities of all other species from the

total speciesnumberdensity. The speciesflux is againgiven

by Equation 2, but without the first term on the right hand

side for the neutral species since qs¼ 0. The ambipolar

electric field ~Eamb is derived from the various charged

species:
14, 1600110
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The mobility and diffusion coefficients of the electrons

and the various ions can be found in.[31]

Theelectricfield is obtained fromthe total arc current Iarc as:
Ed ¼ Iarc=
Zrmax

0

2prsdr ð16Þ
where the integral provides the electrical conductanceof an

arc channel with unit length, s is again the plasma

conductivity as given by Equation 9 and rmax is the size of

the considered domain.

Thesetof1Dradially-dependentequations for thevarious

species densities, the electron and gas temperature and the

ambipolar electric field in the CO2 plasma is again solved by

means of COMSOLMultiphysics (version 5.0) in a cylindrical

framewithmaximum radius rmax¼ 2mm. At the boundary

of rmax¼ 2mm, the same values as the background values

for the solution variables are assumed (see above). More

details about the model can be found in.[31]
Figure 16. Time evolution of the discharge current
(Iarc¼ 25sin(2p50t)mA) and the electric field (dashed line) (a),
the electron temperature Te (right axis), the vibrational
temperature of the asymmetric mode Tv (CO2) and the gas
(translational) temperature Tg (left axis) (b), and the molar
fractions of the dominant neutral species and the electrons (c).
Except Iarc and Ed (constant along r), all other quantities are
shown at the center of the arc (r¼0mm) The characteristic
frequency of convective cooling is 5 kHz.
4.2. Results and Discussion

In Figure 16,we present the time evolution of the discharge

current and electric field (a), the electron temperature,

vibrational temperature of the asymmetric mode of CO2

and the gas (translational) temperature (b), as well as the

molar fractions of the dominant neutral species and the

electrons (c) at the center of the arc, for one half cycle of the

applied (sinusoidal) current.

The electric field has a sharp peak at the very beginning

(around 0.1ms), related with the initial establishment of

the arc. In themodel we impose a sinusoidal current, but at

the same time the initial electron density and thus the

plasma conductivity are low. Following Ohm’s law, an

increasing current combinedwithahigh resistance leads to

ahigh voltage. Thus the electric field (determinedby the arc

voltage) increases sharply in order to produce more

electrons by more intense ionization, and thus to allow

theflowof the imposedcurrent. Later theelectric fielddrops

to an almost constant value around 105V/m and at the end

of thecurrenthalf cycle, it increasesagainslightlydueto the

drop in the electron density (Figure 16(c)).

The electron temperature (Figure 16(b)) shows an almost

constant value around 31 000K (or 2.7 eV), except at the

beginningandat theendof thehalf cycle,whichmeans that

the electron energy loss and production processes are

comparable. The gas temperature remains also almost

constant around 2500K, which is mainly due to the
Process Polym 2017, 14, 1600110
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imposed effective convective losses. At the considered

conditions, the gas thermal conductivity is rather insignifi-

cant and the arc cooling is accomplished mainly by the

effective convective heat losses (see section 2.1.4). Finally,

the vibrational temperature of the asymmetric stretch

modeofCO2 is around3700K,hence somewhathigher than

the gas temperature, indicating the overpopulation of the

vibrational states of CO2, which can promote the effective

dissociation.
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Figure 16(c) illustrates the time-evolution of the molar

fractions of the dominant species at the arc center. There is a

well pronounced depletion of CO2 corresponding to the

currentmaximum. This is a result of the CO2 conversion into

CO and O, which indeed have quite high molar fractions. At

theendof thecurrenthalf cycle, theCO2density increasesand

restores its initial value. The latter is because of recombina-

tion between CO and O. These results do not yet allow to

obtain information of the overall CO2 conversion in the GAD,

since oneneeds to account for the effective fraction of the gas

passing through the arc. For this purpose, a 2Dmodel will be

needed, which is currently under development.
5. Conclusion

In this work the plasma and gas characteristics of various

typesofGADconfigurationsarecalculatedandanalysedwith

a QN plasma model, coupled to an appropriate gas flow

description. Due to the approximations made in the

development, the QN model is first compared with the

results obtained from a more elaborate NQN model, in 2D

within both axisymmetric and Cartesian geometries. The

different geometries show the different aspects of the

discharge. Although a comparison with experiment would

evenbebetter inorder to test thereliabilityof theQNmodel, it

is difficult at this stage, because of the limiteddimensionality

of the 2D model, but it will be pursued in our future work.

The QNmodel presented here neglects the near-electrode

regions and treats only the quasineutral plasma region.

Although there are small differences in the plasma

characteristics obtained with the QN and NQN model,

which are attributed to the approximations made in the

derivation of theQNmodel, in general, the results of theQN

model agree very well with those of the NQN model in the

arccolumnregion.This indicates thattheQNmodelprovides

a reliable description of the arc column characteristics,

neglecting the contact regions between the arc and the

electrodes. This result is of major importance for model

developments of theGAD in three-dimensions orwithmore

detailed plasma chemistries, because it shows that the QN

model approach can be safely used for these purposes, as

longaswedonot focuson thenear-electrode regions, atonly

about 20% of the computation cost of a NQN model.

It is important, however, to also clearly point out the

disadvantages of the QNmodel. The lack of wall sheaths in

themodeldoesnotallowthemodellingof anyeffect related

with electrode-arc interaction. For example the attachment

of the arc[30] to electron emission centres[23] cannot be

observed and all consequences of this effect in principle are

lost. The arc attachmentmight lead to a significantly longer

arc[30] compared to what we obtain without any attach-

ment. This might be a problem when one tries to estimate

the active volume of the arc and eventually the volume of
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treated gas, in conditions favouring the arc attachment.

This drawback of the QN model can be partially overcome

byanartificially forcedarcattachment tocertainpointsand

detachment from them, governed by certain parameter(s)

or a probability distribution. This will be considered as a

possibility in the future.

Another disadvantage of the QN model is the lack of

information for the power losses at the walls/electrodes.

In,[24] it was shown that in a glow regime, the power loss at

the cathode can be significant. One could, however, use a

NQN axially symmetric model to obtain typical values of

the power losses at the electrodes and later use that

information for the power balance of the discharge,

described by the QN model.

The applicability of the QN model is illustrated for two

model systems, i.e., a three-dimensional model for a RVF

GAD and a 1D model for a GAD in CO2. The three-

dimensional RVF GAD model cannot be described with a

full NQN model, because of prohibitively long calculation

times. Themodel shows that a complexdischargegeometry

with complex gas flow can now be described with a QN

model in three-dimensional, coupled with elaborate gas

flow description, but with very simplified chemistry. The

simulation results showa significant effect of the turbulent

heat transport on the gas heating and cooling, leading to a

reduced gas temperature.

The modelling of complex plasmas like a CO2 discharge

also benefits from the faster QNmodel calculation. This 1D

model includes a detailed plasma chemistry, accounting

also for the CO2 vibrational levels. Some characteristic

results are illustrated, such as the molar fractions of the

various plasma species, and the gas temperature, electron

temperature and CO2 vibrational temperature, demon-

strating the non-equilibrium characteristics of the GAD,

with amuch higher electron temperature than the gas and

vibrational temperature.

This work provides a solid foundation for the further

development of gliding arcmodels in three-dimensional, as

well as in 2D where the focus can be on specific aspects of

the gliding arc behavior, or on complex plasma chemistries,

which will be the subject of our future work.
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Appendix A

Somemore details are given about the turbulent mass and

heat transfermodel used for the description of the gas flow

and heat balance of the RVF GAD in section 3.

k-e Model

The k-e Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) model

is awell-knownmethod for computing gas flowswith high

degrees of turbulence.[51–54] It is one of the most common

models, and it uses a system of two transport equations to

solve for the gas parameters � velocity field and pressure.
r ~ug
�

r
�

Pk

Plasma

� 2016
r � r~ug
� � ¼ 0 ðA:1Þ

� r�~ug ¼ r � �p~I þ mþ mTuð Þ r~ug þr ~ug
� �T� �h

�2

3
mþ mTuð Þ r �~ug

� �
~I � 2

3
rkTu~I � þ~F ðA:2Þ
Equation A.1 and A.2 represent the mass and momentum

continuity system in the k-e RANS model, where r stands

for the gas density, ~ug is the gas flow velocity vector,

superscript T stands for transposition, p is the gas

pressure, m is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, mTu is

the turbulent viscosity of the fluid, kTu is the turbulent

kinetic energy, ~I is the unity tensor, and ~F is the body

force vector. The equations are coupled with another

system solving for the turbulent kinetic energy and the

turbulent dissipation eTu:
~ug � r
� ¼ r � mþ mTu

sk

� �
rkTu

	 

þ Pk � reTu ðA:3Þ

mTu ¼ rCm
k2Tu
eTu

ðA:4Þ

¼ mTu r~ug : r~ug þ r~ug
� �T� �

� 2

3
r �~ug
� �2	 


� 2

3
rkTur �~ug

ðA:5Þ
Equation A.3, A.4, and A.5 compute the kinetic energy

transport, the turbulent viscosity and the production term

for kTu. The model constants sk and Cm are adopted from

literature.[51] The k-emodel does not solve for the flow near

the walls; instead it uses wall functions, i.e., the viscous

layer at the boundary areas is approximated by analytical

expressions. The turbulent flow near a wall can be divided

into threemain regions: a thin viscous layer attached to the

wall, a buffer layer, which appears as a transitional zone

between the viscous (or laminar) layer and the free

turbulent stream, and the turbulent free stream itself. It
Process Polym 2017, 14, 1600110
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is easy to see that the modelling for these regions can be

quite challenging, as they introduce a large gradient for the

flow velocity. For this reason, the velocity near the walls is

approximated by the so-called ‘‘wall functions,’’ especially

for models suitable for high-Re flows such as the k-epsilon

model.[51] Essentially, the laminar layer is ignored, and an

additional source term is added in the momentum

conservation equation, which gives an interpolation of

the velocity gradient multiplied by viscosity:
olymers
þ mTÞ r~ug þr ~ug
� �T� �

� 2

3
mþ mTð Þ r �~ug

� �
~I � 2

3
rkT~I



~n

¼ �r
ut

dw
~utang

e ¼ r
Cmk2

kvdwm
where~n is thenormalvector, dw is thewalldistance,ut is the

flow velocity at the wall,~utang is the tangential flow vector

and kv is the turbulent kinetic energy at thewall boundary.

As a result, the calculation time for the model is much

shorter and the stability is greater. However, the flow

velocity at thewall is non-zero, which should be taken into

consideration for precise simulations.

Heat Equation and Turbulent Heat Transfer

The gas thermal balance relies on the heat source and the

equation that governs it. In themodel, the heat equation 11

is solved for the gas. The Kays-Crawfordmodel accounts for

the turbulent heat transfer.[55] It is derived using the

turbulent Prandtl number, which is the ratio of the

momentum eddy diffusivity and heat transfer eddy

diffusivity. The model is defined as:
PrT ¼ 1

2PrT1
þ 0:3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

PrT1
p CpmTu

kg
� 0:3

CpmTu

kg

� �2
 

1� e�kg= 0:3CpmTu
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PrT1

pð Þ� ��1
ðA:6Þ
where PrT is the turbulent Prandtl number and PrT1 is the

turbulent Prandtl number at infinity (�0.85). Thus, the

thermalconductivityasaresultof the turbulent transport is

found as kg;Tu ¼ CpmTu=PrT . This expression is added to the

thermal conductivity kg in Equation 11 when a turbulent

transport is considered.
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